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A huge thank you goes out to the NESJL Jewish Heritage Month Sub-Committee for their
assistance in planning this Resource Guidebook, and to the members of NESJL for their
commitment to the well being of our learners of Jewish identity. Our thanks also go out to the
members and departments at the York Region District School Board who provided assistance and
support in the compilation of information for this resource guide and in the genesis of NESJL. We
are very proud to count the YRDSB amongst our allies.
We encourage you to make use of the content of this Resource Guidebook and to download, reprint and/or
distribute the contents herein provided that:
-

materials are used for educational purposes and in a positive way
authorship of elements within this Resource Guidebook is, when possible, properly acknowledged,
and
users are aware that they are responsible for adhering to copyright law as it applies to materials
within the Resource Guidebook where copyright is held by a 3rd party

The presence of any information, sources of information, or mention of individuals or organizations in this
Resource Guidebook, does not necessarily imply an endorsement from NESJL.
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WELCOME TO JEWISH HERITAGE MONTH
The Jewish Heritage Month Ontario Legislation was passed unanimously on February
23, 2012. The legislation states “Jewish Heritage Month is an opportunity to remember,
celebrate and educate future generations about the inspirational role that Jewish
Canadians have played, and continue to play, in communities across Ontario.”
The Jewish Heritage Month Bill, was introduced by MPP Mike Colle (EglintonLawrence) and co-sponsored by MPP Cheri DiNovo (Parkdale-High Park) and MPP
Peter Shurman (Thornhill).
In May of 2017, The Canadian Senate passed the first reading of Bill S-232 recognizing
May as Jewish Heritage Month Canada. The bill was introduced by Sen. Linda Frum
and co-sponsored by York Centre MP Michael Levitt. The Bill passed third reading by
the Senate on March 28, 2018.
Canada is home to the fourth largest Jewish population in the world. There are close to
400,000 Jewish residents in Canada and almost half of that number resides in Ontario.
Jewish settlers in Canada can be traced as far back as 1760. Jewish Canadians have
proudly contributed to Canadian heritage in all of its facets including the military, the
arts, government, business, academia, law, medicine, culture, and sports. Throughout
the month of May, we celebrate the contributions Jewish Canadians make to our great
country and our great province.
The Network of Educators Supporting Jewish Learners is proud to provide this
Resource Guidebook to educators in order to supplement their celebrations of Jewish
Heritage Month.
NESJL is an affinity group made up of educators and staff of the YRDSB with an
interest in supporting the needs of Jewish learners. The NESJL mission is to foster the
well-being and achievement of Jewish learners within the York Region District School
Board, by educating, celebrating, inspiring and connecting them to their Jewish identity.
On behalf of all of the members of the Network of Educators of Jewish Learners, and of
all of our learners at the YRDSB, I thank you for recognizing and celebrating the
important contributions of Jewish Canadians throughout this Jewish Heritage Month.

Corey Margolese
Editor
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May 1, 2018

As we recognize and celebrate Jewish Heritage Month in May, we encourage you to use this resource to
learn more and raise awareness about the valuable contributions made in our province and our country
by Jewish Canadians.
As a school board, we are deeply committed to creating safe, inclusive and welcoming learning and
working environments where our staff, students, families and community members feel valued and
respected. Recognizing and celebrating the diversity and the unique social identities reflected in our
schools and workplaces is an important part of that ongoing work.
We all have a role to play in making sure all students feel valued in our schools and have the ability to
meet their personal excellence.
Thank you to all those who contributed to creating this valuable resource, and to those who continue to
work hard to create an inclusive and equitable environment that enables our students to reach their
highest potential.

Sincerely,

Louise Sirisko
Director of Education
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Corrie McBain
Chair
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AN INTRODUCTION TO JUDAISM
There are many different views on how to define the term Jewish. There are those who
view Judaism as practicing a religion, and there are those who view Judaism as a
cultural identity. Of one thing there is no question: despite the differences in individual
views and understandings of what it is to be Jewish, there is an undeniable connection
between those who share a Jewish identity.

THE JEWISH RELIGION
Judaism is the first of the world’s documented monotheistic religions. Monotheism
means that followers believe there is one G-d. Judaism’s religious precepts are rooted
in the Torah, also known as The Five Books of Moses (or the Old Testament by
Christians). Equally significant in the Jewish religion is the Talmud, the compilation of
oral law. The Torah is the source of the Ten Commandments and provides the
foundation of the Jewish religion. A Rabbi named Hillel was asked by a Roman emperor
to teach him all of the Torah while standing on one leg. His answer: “That which is
hateful unto you do not do to your neighbour. This is the whole of the Torah. The rest is
commentary. Go forth and study. (The Talmud, Shabbat, 31a)”
There are three main streams of Judaism: Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform. The
main differences between the three streams are due to interpretation of the Torah and
the laws of observance and practice. For example, the orthodox stream follows very
definitive interpretations of the Torah and the Talmud with specific responsibilities for
men and women. The reformed stream does not differentiate between the roles of men
and women in regards to the performance of responsibilities. The conservative stream
can vary in their view according to the congregation and their community.
One thing that they all agree on is the significance of Shabbat, the Sabbath. According
to the Torah, G-d built the world in six days and on the seventh day rested. Many
Jewish people follow this example by adhering to specific religious or cultural rituals
during this weekly holy day. All three streams will conduct some form of service
celebrating Shabbat, though the mode and frequency of service varies according to the
stream. Shabbat begins at sunset on Friday and ends at sundown on Saturday, as the
Jewish calendar is a lunar calendar. All holy days begin at sundown and end at sunset
though some of them comprise multiple days.
Though Judaism begins with the Torah and with religious roots, there are vast amounts
of people who connect with their Jewish identities through cultural practices.
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JEWISH CULTURE
When individuals ask one another: “What’s your religion?” the answer is usually
straightforward. They will tell you that they are Jewish, Muslim, Catholic, Buddhist, etc.
Ask someone about their background and you also receive a straightforward answer.
One might reply that they are Irish, Italian, Persian, or Cuban. However, if you ask a
Jewish person about their background, odds are that they will respond that they are
Jewish. Whereas so many others view religion and background as distinct and separate
aspects of their identities, many of those who identify as Jewish do not distinguish
between the two. In fact, there are many individuals who view their Jewish connection
as solely cultural. Ask these individuals about their background and you are still likely to
hear them respond that they are Jewish.
How is it that so many people have such a strong cultural connection? There are many
long and complex answers to that question, and many differing viewpoints. Perhaps the
best explanation comes from the musical Fiddler on the Roof: Tradition! Jewish
traditions have their roots in religious practices, but there are many who view the
traditions passed down through their families and their communities as a way of
connecting to their Jewish identities.
Jewish immigrants around the world have been in a unique situation since the time of
the Roman Empire. When Jewish people immigrate to a country, they are always
emigrating from a place where they are a minority to a place where they will be a
minority. In order to keep their connection to their identities as Jewish people, they cling
strongly to the traditions of their forbearers. For some, this may be having dinner as a
family every Friday night, a Shabbat dinner. Other families make it a tradition to eat
potato latkes (potato pancakes) during the holiday of Chanukah (the Festival of Lights).
Still others pepper their every day conversations with Jewish sayings with roots in the
Yiddish language or old superstitions. Regardless of how people choose to connect with
their Jewish identities, there is an undeniable bond between Jewish people throughout
the world forged through tradition.
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Jewish History in Canada
Jews have lived in Canada for more
than 250 years, with the first recorded
Jewish newcomer settling in TroisRivières, Quebec, in 1760. Most of the
early Jewish families settled in Quebec,
arriving mainly from Western and
Central Europe. In 1832, 26 years
before Great Britain, Quebec became
the first jurisdiction in the British Empire
to accord full rights to Jews.
Jewish immigrants came to Canada in
far greater numbers between 1880 and
1920 arriving from Romania, Russia,
Poland, Lithuania and other parts of
Eastern Europe. The largest waves of immigration followed political turmoil in these
countries, often accompanied by violent campaigns against Jewish citizens. Assisted by
international charitable organizations, some of these new immigrants built new lives in
Canada on farms in the West or in Quebec’s Laurentian Mountains.
Over time, many Jews settled and established their businesses and institutions in major
Canadian cities such as Toronto, Winnipeg and Montreal. In the cities, the Jewish
population often began working as peddlers, later building their own small businesses.
Many went into the textile industry.
By 1924, immigration restrictions made it more difficult for Jews to enter Canada, a
situation that lasted until after World War II. Despite the efforts of Jewish agencies such
as the Canadian Jewish Congress, few Jewish refugees were admitted to Canada
during the Holocaust, a result of the infamous “none is too many” immigration policy for
Jews. Between 1933 and 1948, only 5,000 Jewish refugees were admitted to Canada,
the lowest number of any Western country.
When Canada finally opened its doors to post-War immigrants, thousands of Holocaust
survivors, displaced from various European countries, came to settle in Canada. More
than 12,000 settled in Montreal and approximately 8,000 in Toronto.
In the years that followed, arrivals of large groups of Jewish immigrants were usually
tied to political conditions in their home countries. Many Hungarian Jews arrived after
the 1956 revolution. Many Jewish refugees from Iraq and Egypt came to Canada during
the 1950s, followed by a wave of Romanian Jews in the 1960s. Starting in the 1970s,
Jews from the Soviet Union began to arrive, initially in small groups and often as a
result of Canadian advocacy efforts. The cultural and linguistic character of the Jewish
community of Montreal started to change in the late 1960s with the influx of
francophone Sephardic Jews from France and North Africa.
8
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Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, immigration from North Africa, especially Morocco,
became the predominant new Jewish immigrant group in Quebec, with their Frenchlanguage background facilitating their successful integration into Québec society. This
group now constitutes a sizeable proportion of Montreal’s Jewish population.
Political and economic factors have continued to influence trends in Jewish immigration
to Canada in recent years. Since 1990, new immigrants from the countries of the former
Soviet Union have significantly changed the face of the Canadian Jewish community.
Source: http://cija.ca/resource/canadian-jewry/

Source: http://cija.ca/resource/canadian-jewry/jewish-contributions-to-canada/
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Basic Demographics of the Canadian Jewish Community

•
•
•
•
•
•

Total Jewish population 391, 665
16.9% of Canadian Jews are 65 or older
25% of Quebec Jews have French as their mother tongue, and 62% are bilingual.*
Median income for Canadian Jews (age 15+) is $30,670
6.7% of Canadian Jews live in female-headed single-parent families
14.6% of Canadian Jews live below the poverty line. This percentage rises to
15.7% for Canadian Jews aged 75 and older, and to 20% among Quebec Jews.

Jewish Communities by City
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toronto 188,710
Montreal 90,780
Vancouver 26,255
Ottawa 14,010
Winnipeg 13.690
Calgary 8,335
Edmonton 5,550
Hamilton 5,110
Victoria 2,740
London 2,675
Halifax 2,120
Windsor 1,515
Kitchener 2,015 (included Cambridge and Waterloo)
Kingston 1,100 (Stats Canada, 2001)

(JFC-UIA 2011)
Source: http://cija.ca/resource/canadian-jewry/basic-demographics-of-the-canadian-jewish-community/
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Notable Jewish Canadians
(in no particular order)

Lorne Michaels
Lorne Michaels (born Lorne David Lipowitz) was born on a kibbutz in
Israel on November 17, 1944, to Florence (née Becker) and Henry
Abraham Lipowitz. His family emigrated to Toronto, Ontario, Canada
when he was an infant. He is Jewish. Michaels and his two younger
siblings were raised in Toronto where he attended the Forest Hill
Collegiate Institute. He graduated from University College, Toronto,
where he majored in English, in 1966. Michaels was awarded the
Order of Canada in 2002

Irwin Cotler
Irwin Cotler is the Member of Parliament for Mount Royal and the Liberal
Party of Canada’s Critic for Rights and Freedoms and International
Justice. He is also an Emeritus Professor of Law at McGill University,
former Minister of Justice & Attorney General of Canada, and an
international human rights lawyer.
A constitutional and comparative law scholar, Prof. Cotler intervened in
landmark Charter of Rights cases in the areas of free speech, freedom of religion,
minority rights, peace law and war crimes justice.
He is the recipient of eleven honorary doctorates, numerous awards including the Order
of Canada, and has recently been awarded the Canadian Bar Association’s President’s
Award, the International Raoul Wallenberg Foundation’s Centennial Medal and was
elected 2014 Canadian Parliamentarian of the Year by his colleagues.

Drake
Aubrey Drake Graham was born on October 24, 1986, in Toronto,
Ontario. His father, Dennis Graham, is an African American and a
practising Catholic from Memphis, Tennessee, and worked as a
drummer, performing alongside country musician Jerry Lee Lewis. Bass
guitarist Larry Graham and the late songwriter Teenie Hodges are his
paternal uncles. Drake's mother, Sandi Graham (née Sher), is a Jewish
Canadian who worked as an English teacher and florist. Drake attended
a Jewish day school, and had a Bar Mitzvah ceremony.
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Zach Hyman
Zachary Martin "Zach" Hyman (born June 9, 1992) is a Canadian
professional ice hockey player for the Toronto Maple Leafs of the
National Hockey League (NHL). Hyman is also an award-winning,
best-selling author of children's literature, under contract with
Penguin Random House.
Zach Hyman was born on June 9, 1992, in Toronto, Ontario, to Stuart and Vicky
Hyman. Hyman grew up in Forest Hill, Toronto. Hyman's father, Stuart, is the Chairman
and Governor of the Markham Royals, and Vice Chairman of the Ontario Junior Hockey
League. Hyman attended United Synagogue Day School and graduated with honours
from a Jewish high school, the Community Hebrew Academy of Toronto.

Sharon, Lois and Bram
Sharon, Lois & Bram are a Canadian music group founded in
Toronto, Ontario, 1978. The group's original lineup consisted of
Sharon (née Trostin) Hampson, of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Lois
Ada (née Goldberg) Lilienstein, of Chicago, Illinois, U.S A. and
Bramwell "Bram" Morrison, of Toronto, Ontario, Canada . Sharon
Hampson, Lois Lilienstein, and Bram Morrison began their singing
careers as individuals, and met while performing for the "Mariposa in
the Schools" program. The three performers quickly discovered that they shared a
common philosophy about creating quality music for people of all ages.
The group won the Juno Award for best children’s album for three of their
albums: Smorgasboard (1979), Singing ‘n’ Swinging (1980), and Skinnamarink TV Singalong (1999). These three albums had record sales exceeding 100,000 copies in
Canada alone and their international sales exceeded 2.5 million dollars in 1991.
Since 1988, Sharon, Lois & Bram have been members of UNICEF. In 1989, the trio
were appointed National Ambassadors by UNICEF Canada.
Lois Lilienstein died on Wednesday, April 22, 2015, aged 78, at home in Toronto, as the
result of endometrial cancer. Hampson and Morrison continue to perform as Sharon &
Bram.

Paula Abdul
You probably know Paula Abdul as a judge on American Idol and the XFactor. What you might not know about her is that she is Jewish! You
don’t believe us? We couldn’t believe it either. Abdul’s father was born
into the Syrian-Jewish community, while her mother grew up to
Ashkenazi parents in Manitoba, Canada.
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Lorne Green
Lorne Greene was a Canadian radio personality, actor, and singer,
known primarily as “The Voice of Canada,” and for his role as Ben
Cartwright on the hit television series Bonanza. His work as an artist
contributed greatly to Performing Arts in Canada, as well as the
community at large. Greene dedicated his life to the performing arts.
On October 28, 1969, he was made an Officer of the Order of Canada
for his services to performing arts and to the community. He was also
awarded an honorary Doctor of Laws degree by Queen’s University in 1971.
Lorne Greene has a star on both the Canadian and Hollywood Walks of Fame. He is
fondly remembered as “Pa” from Bonanza, but also as one of the most influential
Jewish Canadians in the past 150 years of Canada.

Jay Baruchel
Jay Baruchel was born in Ottawa, Ontario, and was raised in Montreal,
Quebec, Canada. He is the son of Robyne (Ropell), a freelance writer,
and Serge Victor Baruchel, an antiques dealer. He has a younger
sister who also acts. He started acting in 1995 when he made his first
of three appearances on the hit show Are You Afraid of the Dark?
(1990). He was also in more localized shows such as My Hometown
(1996) and Popular Mechanics for Kids (1997).
He was also in many successful American comedy films. He was the lead in She's Out
of My League (2010) and played one of Seth Rogen's best friends (which he really is) in
the movie Knocked Up (2007). He's also made his mark in family-friendly films such as
How to Train Your Dragon (2010), playing the unlikely "Viking Hiccup" and also played
the title role in The Sorcerer's Apprentice (2010).

Nathan Phillips
Phillips was first elected to Toronto City Council in 1926 and was the
first Jewish mayor of Toronto. He served as mayor from 1955 until 1962,
after thirty-six years in municipal politics. Phillips was dubbed "mayor of
all the people". Nathan Philips is best remembered as the driving force
behind the construction of Toronto's New City Hall and the selection of a
striking avant-garde design by Finnish architect Viljo Revell.
NathanPhillips Square was named in honour of the mayor.

Myra Freeman
Myra Ava Freeman (nee Holtzman) grew up in Saint John, New Brunswick.
She taught with the Halifax Regional School Board until appointed as the first
female and first Jewish Lieutenant Governor of the province.
14
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Howie Mandel
Howie Mandel was born and lived in the Willowdale area of Toronto,
Ontario. Mandel is Jewish (his ancestors emigrated from Romania and
Poland) and a distant cousin to violinist Itzhak Perlman.
Howard Michael Mandel (born November 29, 1955) is a Canadian
comedian, actor and television host. He is known as host of the NBC
game show Deal or No Deal, as well as the show's daytime and
Canadian-English counterparts. his career as a game show host,
Mandel was best known for his role as rowdy ER intern Dr. Wayne Fiscus on the NBC
medical drama St. Elsewhere. He is also well known for being the creator and star of
the children's cartoon Bobby's World, as well as a judge on NBC’s America's Got
Talent.

Rosalie Abella
In 2004, Prime Minister Paul Martin appointed Rosalie Abella to serve on
the Supreme Court of Canada. She became the first Jewish woman to sit
on the bench.
In January 2016, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law’s Centre for
International Human Rights named Rosalie Abella the Global Jurist of the
Year for her outstanding, lifelong commitment to international criminal
justice and human rights. Abella is the youngest Canadian and first Jewish
woman to be named to the bench. She was also the first pregnant judge in
Canadian history. Her work and status in the justice system is an inspiration to all.

Seth Rogen
An actor, comedian and writer, Seth Rogen was born in Vancouver,
British Columbia, to Sandy (Belogus), a social worker, and Mark Rogen,
who worked for non-profits. His father is American-born and his mother is
Canadian. He is of Russian Jewish descent. He attended Vancouver
Talmud Torah Elementary School and Point Grey Secondary School
(although he dropped out of high school to move to Los Angeles) and
was known for the stand-up comedy he performed at Camp Miriam, a
Habonim Dror camp. At sixteen, Rogen placed second in the 1998
Vancouver Amateur Comedy Contest.
Rogen was named the Canadian Comedy Person of the Year by the Canadian Comedy
Awards in both 2008 and 2009.
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Cecil Hart
Cecil Hart was one of the finest cases of greatness in Canadian hockey.
Head coach of the Montreal Canadiens, Hart led the team to two Stanley
Cup Championships. Cecil inherited a passion for hockey from his
father, Dr. David Hart, who donated the Hart Trophy to the NHL in 1923.
Given to the player judged most valuable to his team, the trophy was
later replaced with the Hart Memorial trophy in 1960, in commemoration
of Cecil.
Cecil Hart will be remembered by Canadians for his innovation of the game, his ability to
bring out the best in his team’s players, his work ethic, his respect for the rules of
hockey, and his unsurpassed sportsmanship. He leaves a legacy for us all.

Joe Shuster
Joe Shuster was a Canadian-American comic book artist best known
for co-creating the DC Comics character Superman, with writer Jerry
Siegel, in Action Comics #1 (cover-dated June 1938).
Joseph Shuster was born in Toronto, to a Jewish family. His father,
Julius Shuster (originally Shusterowich), an immigrant from Rotterdam,
had a tailor shop in Toronto's garment district. His mother, Ida
(Katharske), had come from Kiev in Ukraine. His family, including his
sister, Jean, lived on Bathurst, Oxford, and Borden Streets, and Shuster
attended Ryerson and Lansdowne Public Schools.

Molly Shoichet
Molly Shoichet is Ontario’s first Chief Scientist. Known for her work in
tissue engineering, she is an award-winning biomedical engineer.
The University of Toronto recognized Molly as “Inventor of the Year”
in 2013 and she was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in
2017.

Rachelle Lefevre
Rachelle Lefevre was born in Montreal, Quebec where she was
raised by an English teacher father and a psychologist mother. Her
father's family is originally from France and Northern Ireland, and
her maternal grandparents are Jewish. Her stepfather is a rabbi.
She played the vampire Victoria Sutherland in the first two films of
the Twilight saga. In 2011, she starred in the ABC medical drama
Off the Map, followed by the CBS series A Gifted Man (2011–2012) and Under the
Dome (2013–2015).
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Stephen Lewis
Stephen Lewis is the son of former federal NDP leader David
Lewis and the grandson of Moishe Lewis (1888-1950), an
activist in the Jewish Bund in Russia and the Jewish Labour
Committee in Montreal.
After working for several years as a labour mediator, columnist
and broadcaster, in 1984 Lewis was appointed Permanent Representative of Canada to
the United Nations by Governor General Jeanne Sauvé, on the advice of Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney. Lewis served at the post until 1988. In the 1980s, he became a familiar
voice as part of a weekly political panel on Peter Gzowski's CBC Radio show,
Morningside.
From 1995 to 1999, Lewis was Deputy Director of UNICEF. From 2001 until 2006, he
worked as United Nations UN Special Envoy for HIV/AIDS in Africa. In this role, he drew
attention to the HIV/AIDS crisis and convinced leaders and the public that they have a
responsibility to respond. He has been widely praised for his effectiveness in this role.

Leonard Cohen
Leonard Cohen was born in Montreal. Through his work as a Canadian
singer, songwriter, author, poet, and artist, he examined a wide range of
subjects from politics to religion, often exploring his Jewish roots. He
won many awards including the Companion of the Order of Canada and
the Glenn Gould Prize.

Victor Garber
Victor Joseph Garber (born March 16, 1949) is a Canadian actor and
singer. He is known for playing Jesus in Godspell, Anthony Hope in
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street, John Wilkes Booth in
Assassins, Jack Bristow in the television series Alias, Max in Lend Me a
Tenor, Thomas Andrews in James Cameron's Titanic, and Ken Taylor,
Canadian Ambassador to Iran, in Argo. He was a series regular on
Legends of Tomorrow, as Dr. Martin Stein, having previously played the
same role in a recurring capacity on The Flash. Garber was born in London, Ontario,
and is of Russian Jewish descent. He is married to Canadian artist and model Rainer
Andreesen.
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Jennifer Podemski
Jennifer Podemski is an award winning Film and Television
Producer and Actor born and raised in Toronto, Canada.
Of mixed First Nations and Israeli decent, Jennifer began her
acting career as a teen. Her career blossomed when she was cast
as Pique in CBC's The Diviners followed by a starring role in Bruce
McDonald's Dance Me Outside.
Most recently, Jennifer can be seen as Dr. Crowshoe on the award winning drama
series Blackstone; HBO's Sensitive Skin with Kim Catrall and in FireSong, written and
directed by Adam Garnett Jones.
Jennifer still makes time for training aboriginal youth in film and tv, mentoring and
holding self esteem workshops across the US and Canada.
Jennifer Podemski received the Award of Excellence at the 2018 ACTRA Awards on
February 24, 2018.

Bernie Farber
Mosaic Institute, a Canadian NGO that promotes pluralism, peace and
conflict resolution internationally, in August 2015 and has announced his
retirement, effective October 1, 2017, though he will remain on the
NGO's advisory board. Farber was previously CEO of the Paloma
Foundation, an NGO which works with homeless youth shelters until his
appointment with the Mosaic Institute. He also writes on human and civil
rights issues for the Huffington Post and NOW Magazine, as well as
various newspapers across Canada, and is frequently interviewed on these topics by
the media.
Farber was born in Ottawa, Ontario. His father was a Polish Jew who lost his first wife,
two children and other family members in the Holocaust. Farber cites his father's
experience as a major motivation in his life, saying, "the pain my father endured during
the war is what drove me to fight for social justice today.”

Helen Freedhoff
Helen Sarah Freedhoff (January 9, 1940 – June 10, 2017) was a
Canadian theoretical physicist who studied the interaction of light with
atoms. She gained her doctorate at the University of Toronto in 1965 and
completed a postdoctoral fellowship at Imperial College in London.
Freedhoff was the first woman appointed as a physics professor at York
University in Toronto, and is believed to have been the only woman
professor of theoretical physics in Canada at the time.
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Daily Announcements
Here is an array of daily announcements that can be used to convey interesting facts
about the Jewish community in Canada and in Ontario. This is an easy way to
participate in the celebration of Jewish Heritage Month and to contribute to cultural
understanding.
1. The month of May is designated as Jewish Heritage Month by both the governments
of Canada and Ontario. Throughout the month, there are many events and celebrations
commemorating the ways that Jewish Canadians contribute to communities across the
country. The month of May was chosen as, according to the Jewish Heritage Month Act
of Ontario, “May is a significant month for the Jewish Canadian community. Israeli
Independence Day (Yom Ha-Atzmaut) and Holocaust Remembrance Day (Yom HaShoah), frequently occur in May, as do various Jewish artistic and cultural events.”
2. A Jewish person is someone who identifies culturally and/or religiously with Judaism
and the Jewish community. Hebrew is a language used in ancient texts and as a
modern language by many Jewish people around the world. The word Shalom is a
Hebrew word used to say hello and goodbye. It also means peace.
3. Many Jewish people who immigrated to Canada in the early 1900s spoke the
language Yiddish. This is a language made up of Hebrew and a German dialect. Many
Yiddish words have become a part of our everyday language. Examples are the words
“mensch” and “chutzpah.”
4. Did you know that Jewish people have been amongst some of Canada’s best-known
actors and singers, including Drake, Leonard Cohen, Seth Rogan, and Howie Mandel?
5. 3 Jewish brothers in London, Ontario in 1918, founded Warner Studios, a motion
picture company known for producing popular shows and movies such as Bugs Bunny
and the Harry Potter and Batman film series.
6. There are many places around the Greater Toronto Area dedicated to a Jewish
person in recognition of the service they provided their community. An example of this is
the well-known Nathan Phillips Square. Nathan Phillips was the first Jewish mayor of
Toronto and served from 1955 – 1962.
7. The comic book character Superman was first drawn by comic book artist Joe
Schuster, who was born in Toronto. Joe Schuster was the son of Jewish immigrants.
His father, Julian, came from the Netherlands and his mother, Ida, was from the
Ukraine.
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8. In August of 1933, during a baseball game in a Toronto park, Christie Pits, the city’s
largest recorded riot took place. An antisemitic group showed up at the game where one
of the teams was made up of Jewish players, and displayed signs with swastika
emblems resulting in a violent riot that lasted a most of the night.
9. Jewish people have a long history of serving Canada in many ways. Ezekiel Hart was
one of the first Jewish citizens to serve in the Canadian military. He served in defense of
Lower Canada in the War of 1812 and rose to the rank of Colonel. Herbert Grey was
Canada’s first Jewish federal cabinet minister and was the longest continuously-serving
Member of Parliament serving over 40 years in the riding of Essex West, Ontario.
10. On June 5, 1832, Jewish citizens living in Lower Canada were given full civil rights
under the Emancipation Act 27 years before the United Kingdom passed a similar law.
This Act paved the way for Colonel Ezekiel Hart, son of the first Jewish settler Aaron
Hart, to sit in the Legislature and take the oath of office in the name of his Jewish faith.
Until this time, though Ezekiel Hart was lawfully elected to represent his constituents, he
could not take the oath of office and sit in the Legislature since only the oath of
Christians was recognized.
11. The first Jewish woman appointed to the Supreme Court of Canada is Rosalie
Silberman Abella. She was born in a Displaced Persons camp in Germany after the
Second World War. Her father, a lawyer, was a Holocaust survivor and assisted other
survivors in the Allied Zone following the war. Rosalie Abella continues to serve on the
Supreme Court of Canada today.
12. Calgary’s iconic cowboy hat, which is now symbolic of the Calgary Stampede and is
regularly given to visiting dignitaries, was made Smithbilt Hats, a company founded in
1918 by Jewish Canadian Morris Shumiatcher.
13. The man often described as the most important architect of the 20th century was
born in Toronto. Frank Owen Goldberg, a Jewish Canadian otherwise known as Frank
Gehry, is responsible for designing some of the most famous buildings in the world like
the Spanish Guggenheim Museum, the Los Angeles Disney Concert Hall, and the
Holocaust Monument in Ottawa.
14. Many Canadian entrepreneurs from Jewish immigrant families worked hard to build
small family businesses into thriving major companies. People such as Murray Koffler of
Shoppers Drug Mart and Isadore Sharp, co-founder of the Four Seasons Hotel.
15. Every year, in the weeks leading up to November 11th, Canada’s Remembrance
Day, people purchase and wear red poppies sold by the Royal Canadian Legion to
honour fallen Canadian soldiers. Did you know that the co-founder of the Royal
Canadian Legion was a Jewish philanthropist named Lillian Bilsky Frieman, lovingly
nicknamed The Poppy Lady?
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16. The first Jewish Canadians settled in Halifax in 1750, a year before the city would
be established as a fort. When Jewish people fled persecution in Russia during the late
1800s, many settled in Maritime communities. Smaller communities with mines, like
Glace Bay, had large amounts of Jewish mine workers who later opened stores and
other businesses.
17. Temple Emanu-El in Victoria, British Columbia is the oldest still functioning
synagogue in Canada. It was built in 1863. Some of its notable members include
Lumley Franklin, who was the first Jewish mayor in Canada and Samuel Schultz who
was the first Jewish Canadian appointed as a judge.
18. The first Jewish congregation in Ontario still exists today and continues to hold
services. It is located on Bathurst Street south of Eglinton. It is called Holy Blossom and
it was formed in 1856.
19. Faibish Bay in the province of Saskatchewan is named after Lance Sergeant Jack
Faibish of the Royal Canadian Artillery who died in service in 1944. Boys of Major Lane
in Toronto is named after six Jewish teenagers who grew up on the same street and
served together in World War Two.
20. The first significant wave of Jewish immigrants to make Canada their home arrived
with General Jeffery Amherst in 1760. Most of these Jewish settlers emigrated from the
United States and settled in urban centres, the majority in Montreal.
21. Jewish Canadians have had an indelible impact on Canadian public policy over the
20th Century and to the present day, with significant public service from – to name just
a few – David Lewis, Herb Gray, Irwin Cotler, Rosalie Abella, Marshall Rothstein, and
Canada’s first Jewish Finance Minister – Joe Oliver.
22. You probably know Paula Abdul as a judge on the X-Factor. What you might not
know about her is that she is Jewish! You don’t believe us? We couldn’t believe it either.
Abdul’s father was born into the Syrian-Jewish community, while her mother grew up to
Ashkenazi parents in Manitoba, Canada.

https://www.friendsofsimonwiesenthalcenter.com/education/jewish-heritage-month
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Children’s Books With Jewish Themes
Book images and descriptions from Goodreads.com
Hershel and the Hanukkah Goblins
by Eric A. Kimmel
An entertaining, engaging folktale-like offering of how Hershel of Ostropol,
arriving at an anonymous Eastern European village on the Eve of Hanukkah,
with clever wile, with courage and perseverance rids the village synagogue
of an army of nasty demonic goblins that had been preventing Hanukkah
celebrations.
Golem
by David Wisniewski
Retold from traditional sources and accompanied by David Wisniewski's
unique cut-paper illustrations, Golem is a dramatic tale of supernatural
forces invoked to save an oppressed people. It also offers a thoughtprovoking look at the consequences of unleashing power beyond human
control. The afterword discusses the legend of the golem and its roots in the
history of the Jews.
The Keeping Quilt
by Patricia Polacco
A homemade quilt ties together the lives of four generations of an
immigrant Jewish family, remaining a symbol of their enduring love
and faith.
Mrs. Katz and Tush
by Patricia Polacco
Larnel doesn't know his neighbor, Mrs. Katz, very well, until he asks her to
adopt an abandoned kitten. Mrs. Katz agrees on one condition: that Larnel
help her take care of the kitten she names Tush. When Larnel starts
spending more and more time with Mrs. Katz to help with Tush, Mrs. Katz
tells him stories about coming to America from Poland and about the good
times she spent with her late husband. As Larnel grows to love Mrs. Katz, he
also learns about the suffering and triumph black history shares with the
Jewish heritage.
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Something From Nothing
by Phoebe Gilman
The blanket Joseph's grandfather made him is transformed into many things
as the years go by: a jacket, a vest, a tie, a handkerchief--and finally a
button. Gilman's modern adaptation and lively illustrations turn this favorite
Jewish tale into a contemporary classic.
Winter Candle
by Jeron Ashford Frame
Multiple residents at the Juniper Court Apartment complex are celebrating
their family traditions during the holidays. As each family begins their
celebration, they realize they are missing an important component- a candle.
As the candle is passed from family to family, children will learn about
Havdalah, Saint Lucia Day, and Kwanzaa.
It Could Always Be Worse: A Yiddish Folk Tale
by Margot Zemach
Once upon a time a poor unfortunate man lived with his mother, his wife,
and his six children in a one-room hut.
Because they were so crowded, the children often fought and the man and
his wife argued. When the poor man was unable to stand it any longer, he
ran to the Rabbi for help.
As he follows the Rabbi's unlikely advice, the poor man's life goes from bad
to worse, with increasingly uproarious results. In his little hut, silly calamity
follows foolish catastrophe, all memorably depicted in full-color illustrations
that are both funnier and lovelier than any this distinguished artist has done
in the past.
Baxter, the Pig Who Wanted to Be Kosher
by Laurel Snyder
While waiting for the bus, a man tells Baxter the pig about the joys of
Shabbat dinner. But before Baxter can find out how he, too, can join in the
fun, the man has boarded the bus. Soon after, Baxter learns that he certainly
cannot be a part of Shabbat dinner because he's not Kosher. So begins one
pig's misguided quest to become Kosher. Will Baxter succeed or will his
dreams of taking part in Shabbat dinner remain unfulfilled? Readers will
cheer as a series of misunderstandings leads to a warm message of
welcome and community.
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The Hardest Word: A Yom Kippur Story
by Jacqueline Jules
The Ziz, a wonderful bird who lived long ago, is so big and clumsy that he
can't keep from bumping into things. When a tree he knocks over destroys
the children's garden, he seeks God's help to fix things. "Bring me the
hardest word," God instructs him, and the Ziz flies off to search. He brings
back words like rhinoceros, rock, and Rumplestiltskin, but none is
acceptable, until he makes an important discovery.
When Life Gives You O.J.
by Erica S. Perl
When her grandfather suggests that Zelly Fried show her parents she's
ready for the responsibility of taking care of a dog by making a "practice dog"
out of an orange juice jug, Zelly is not entirely sure about the idea.
The Blessing Cup
by Patricia Polacco
A single china cup from a tea set left behind when Jews were forced to leave
Russia helps hold a family together through generations of living in America,
reminding them of the most important things in life.
The Trees of the Dancing Goats
by Patricia Polacco
Trisha loves the eight days of Hanukkah, when her mother stays home from
work, her Babushka makes delicious potato latkes, and her Grampa carves
wonderful animals out of wood as gifts for Trisha and her brother. In the
middle of her family's preparation for the festival of lights, Trisha visits her
closest neighbors, expecting to find them decorating their house for
Christmas. Instead they are all bedridden with scarlet fever. Trisha's family is
one of the few who has been spared from the epidemic. It is difficult for them
to enjoy their Hanukkah feast when they know that their neighbors won't be
able to celebrate their holiday. Then Grampa has an inspiration: they will cut
down trees, decorate them, and secretly deliver them to the neighbors, "But
what can we decorate them with?" Babushka asks. Although it is a sacrifice,
Trisha realizes that Grampa's carved animals are the perfect answer. Soon
her living room is filled with trees -- but that is only the first miracle of many
during an incredible holiday season.
Based on a long cherished childhood memory, this story celebrates the
miracle of true friendship.
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Not a Nickel to Spare: The Great Depression Diary of Sally Cohen
by Perry Nodelman
Coping with being poor during the Depression is hard enough, but Sally
also has to deal with the anti-Jewish feelings in her community when she
ventures outside her familiar Jewish neighbourhood. And her cousin
Benny is always getting into scrapes Sally has to try to get him out of.
Sally must find the strength and learn to cope with the world around her.
Turned Away: The World War II Diary of Devorah Bernstein (Dear Canada)
by Carol Matas
This dramatic story tells of 11-year-old Devorah's efforts to help her cousin
and pen pal Sarah emigrate from Paris before the Nazis deport the Jews to
internment camps. Devorah learns that 5,000 Jewish children in France
have visas to leave the country, but the Canadian government will not let
them in, leading Devorah to desperately lobby the government to change its
policies. Turned Away illustrates the restrictions on the life of Jews in Paris
via letters from Sarah who is living in German-occupied France. It also
reveals Canada's dismal record on Jewish immigration during World War II
and depicts the impact of the war in Canada. In Winnipeg, one intriguing
response to the war was "If Day," when local people posed as Nazis and
staged a mock invasion to illustrate what it would be like if the city was
occupied. Also included are fascinating period documents and photographs,
many from the Holocaust Memorial Museum. The historical consultants for
Turned Away were Dr. Irving Abella, co-author of the ground-breaking book
None is Too Many, and Terry Copp, author of the remarkable book No Price
Too High.
Nosh, Schlep, Schluff: Babyiddish
by Laurel Snyder
Learning and using Yiddish is fun for the whole family, from the youngest
mamaleh to the oldest bubbe and zaideh. As the mother tongue of millions
of Jewish immigrants, Yiddish has made its way into everyday English. The
sprightly text follows a toddler through a busy day and is peppered from
beginning to end with Yiddish words.
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Young Adult Books With Jewish Themes
Book images and descriptions from Goodreads.com
The Book Thief
by Markus Zusak
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates
the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing and
story-telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man
they are hiding, as well as their neighbours.
The Chosen
by Chaim Potok
The Chosen traces a friendship between two Jewish boys growing
up in Brooklyn at the end of World War II. Reuven Malter, the
narrator and one of the novel’s two protagonists, is a traditional
Orthodox Jew. He is the son of David Malter, a dedicated scholar
and humanitarian. Danny Saunders, the other protagonist, is a
brilliant Hasid with a photographic memory and a passion for
psychoanalysis. Danny is the son of Reb Saunders, the pious and
revered head of a great Hasidic dynasty. Over the course of
eighteen chapters (divided into three books), the novel tells the
story of the friendship that develops between the two boys, and it
examines the tensions that arise as their cultures collide with each
other and with modern American society.
Davita's Harp
by Chaim Potok
For Davita Chandal, growing up in the New York of the 1930s
and '40s is an experience of joy and sadness. Her loving parents,
both fervent radicals, fill her with the fiercely bright hope of a new
and better world. But as the deprivations of war and depression
take a ruthless toll, Davita unexpectedly turns to the Jewish faith
that her mother had long ago abandoned, finding there both a
solace for her questioning inner pain and a test of her budding
spirit of independence.
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Losing Leah: a Jewish novel
by Chaya T. Hirsch
All fourteen-year-old Orthodox Jew, Leah Kaplan, has ever
wanted was to be popular. When her best friend Chavy
accidentally upsets the queen bee, the popular girls are out for
revenge. Once they discover that Chavy has a crush on Leah’s
brother, they come up with a plan—to pretend to be him online
and cause Chavy to fall in love with him. Then they’ll humiliate her
by telling her the truth. They choose the prefect person to carry
out the plan: Leah. Hoping to remain on their good side, she
agrees.
Chavy Diamond has always worried she’d lose her best friend to
the popular girls. When it happens, she finds solace in an unlikely
person, Leah’s brother. The two of them grow close and Chavy
opens up about her difficult home life. Even though she knows
she’s not allowed to have any kind of relationship with a boy, she
finds herself falling for him.
Things are spiralling way out of control and Leah knows it’s time to
ditch the popular girls and come clean. But will Chavy find it in her
heart to forgive her, or is their friendship gone forever?
The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
by John Boyne
When Bruno returns home from school one day, he discovers that
his belongings are being packed in crates. His father has received
a promotion and the family must move from their home to a new
house far far away, where there is no one to play with and nothing
to do. A tall fence running alongside stretches as far as the eye
can see and cuts him off from the strange people he can see in
the distance.
But Bruno longs to be an explorer and decides that there must be
more to this desolate new place than meets the eye. While
exploring his new environment, he meets another boy whose life
and circumstances are very different to his own, and their meeting
results in a friendship that has devastating consequences.
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The Inquisitor's Tale: Or, the Three Magical Children and Their
Holy Dog
by Adam Gidwitz
1242. On a dark night, travelers from across France cross paths
at an inn and begin to tell stories of three children. Their
adventures take them on a chase through France: they are taken
captive by knights, sit alongside a king, and save the land from a
farting dragon. On the run to escape prejudice and persecution
and save precious and holy texts from being burned, their quest
drives them forward to a final showdown at Mont Saint-Michel,
where all will come to question if these children can perform the
miracles of saints.
Join William, an oblate on a mission from his monastery; Jacob, a
Jewish boy who has fled his burning village; and Jeanne, a
peasant girl who hides her prophetic visions. They are
accompanied by Jeanne's loyal greyhound, Gwenforte . . .
recently brought back from the dead. Told in multiple voices, in a
style reminiscent of The Canterbury Tales, our narrator collects
their stories and the saga of these three unlikely allies begins to
come together.
The World Outside
by Eva Wiseman
Seventeen-year-old Chanie Altman lives the protected life of a
Lubavitcher Hasidic girl in Crown Heights, Brooklyn, New York, in
1991. Religion is the most important aspect of her life, and, like
other Lubavitcher girls, she is expected to attend a seminary and
to marry as soon as she graduates from high school. But Chanie
has a beautiful voice and dreams of becoming an opera singer - a
profession forbidden to a Hasidic girl. When she meets David, a
non-Hasidic Jewish boy, he opens the portals to the world outside
her fundamentalist community. The Crown Heights riots break
out, and the Lubavitchers are put under siege by their AfricanAmerican neighbours. A tragedy occurs. Will Chanie stay in the
fundamentalist community she has always known in a life that has
been prescribed for her, or will she leave it behind to follow her
dreams?
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Lucky Broken Girl
by Ruth Behar
Based on the author's childhood in the 1960s, a young CubanJewish immigrant girl is adjusting to her new life in New York
City when her American dream is suddenly derailed.
Ruthie Mizrahi and her family recently emigrated from Castro's
Cuba to New York City. Just when she's finally beginning to gain
confidence in her mastery of English and enjoying her reign as
her neighbourhood’s hopscotch queen, a horrific car accident
leaves her in a body cast and confined her to her bed for a long
recovery. As Ruthie's world shrinks because of her inability to
move, her powers of observation and her heart grow larger. She
comes to understand how fragile life is, how vulnerable we all
are as human beings, and how friends, neighbours, and the
power of the arts can sweeten even the worst of times.
Stolen Secrets
by L.B. Schulman
When Livvy's mother abruptly moves the family across the
country to San Francisco, sixteen-year-old Livvy is shocked to
find that she's been lied to. Instead of working for a bakery, her
mom is actually taking care of Adelle, Livvy’s grandmother who
she thought was long dead. Suffering from Alzheimer’s, Adelle
begins to shout strange things, mistake her own name, and relive
moments that may have taken place in a concentration camp.
When Livvy and her new friend, Franklin D., find journal entries
from the Holocaust in Adelle’s home, Livvy begins to suspect that
her grandmother may have a shocking link to a notable figure -Anne Frank.
Mindel and the Misfit Dragons
by Xianna Michaels
This is the story of a brave Jewish girl living in a castle where it is
very hard to keep the Sabbath and where unknown villains are
defacing sacred scrolls. In her quest to keep her family home,
Mindel meets three dragons who are considered misfits by all, but
whose very oddities may save Castle Draconmere.
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My Basmati Bat Mitzvah
by Paula J. Freedman
During the fall leading up to her bat mitzvah, Tara (Hindi for "star")
Feinstein has a lot more than her Torah portion on her mind.
Between Hebrew school and study sessions with the rabbi, there
doesn’t seem to be enough time to hang out with her best friend
Ben-o--who might also be her boyfriend--and her other best friend,
Rebecca, who’s getting a little too cozy with that snotty Sheila
Rosenberg. Not to mention working on her robotics project with the
class clown Ryan Berger, or figuring out what to do with a priceless
heirloom sari that she accidentally ruined. Amid all this drama, Tara
considers how to balance her Indian and Jewish identities and what
it means to have a bat mitzvah while questioning her faith.
The Truth About My Bat Mitzvah
by Nora Raleigh Baskin
I put my fingers up to my throat and touched the pointy Star of
David, my grandmother's necklace, a delicate chain made up of
countless tiny links. If I wear this, will people think I am Jewish?
Is that what I want to be?
Seventh-grader Caroline Weeks has a Jewish mom and a nonJewish dad. When Caroline's nana dies around the same time that
Caroline's best friend, Rachel, is having her bat mitzvah, Caroline
starts to become more interested in her Jewish identity.

My Name Is Asher Lev
by Chaim Potok
Asher Lev is a Ladover Hasid who keeps kosher, prays three times a
day and believes in the Ribbono Shel Olom, the Master of the
Universe. Asher Lev is an artist who is compulsively driven to render
the world he sees and feels even when it leads him to blasphemy. In
this stirring and often visionary novel, Chaim Potok traces Asher’s
passage between these two identities, the one consecrated to God,
the other subject only to the imagination.
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Black Radishes
by Susan Lynn Meyer
Sydney Taylor Honour Award Winner Black Radishes is
a suspenseful WWII/Holocaust story, in which one boy learns what it
means to be Jewish and French at a time when everything is
changing.
It is March of 1940. The French believe that their army can protect
them from Nazi Germany. But is Paris a safe place for Jews?
Gustave’s parents don’t think so. Forced to leave behind his best
friend, the mischievous Marcel, and his cousin Jean-Paul, Gustave
moves with his mother and father to Saint-Georges, a small village in
the countryside.
During April and May, Nazi Germany invades one country after
another. In June, the French army is defeated, and Paris is
occupied. Saint-Georges is still part of the free zone, but the
situation
there
is
becoming
increasingly
precarious.
Then Gustave meets Nicole, a Catholic girl who works for the French
Resistance. Along with her father, Nicole tries to find a way to
smuggle Jean-Paul, Marcel, and their families into Free France so
that they can all escape to America. It is Gustave, however, who
comes up with a plan that just might work. But going into Occupied
France is a risky thing to do when you are Jewish.
Inspired by her father’s experiences as a Jewish child living in
France during World War II, Susan Lynn Meyer tells the story of a
family’s day-to-day struggles in a country that may not be able to
keep its promise of “Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity.”
Daniel Half Human: And the Good Nazi
by David Chotjewitz
In 1933, best friends Daniel and Armin admire
Semitism buoys Hitler to power, Daniel learns
threatening the friendship even as life in their
Germany, is becoming nightmarish. Also details
reunion in 1945 in interspersed chapters.

Hitler, but as antihe is half Jewish,
beloved Hamburg,
Daniel and Armin's
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Web Resources
Antisemitism in Canada
https://www.friendsofsimonwiesenthalcenter.com/incidents-map
Canadian Museum for Human Rights
https://humanrights.ca/
Celebrating Canadian Jewish Experience – 150th Project
https://cje2017.com/
The Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA)
http://www.cija.ca
FAST – Fighting Antisemitism Together – Choose Your Voice
http://www.chooseyourvoice.ca
FAST – Fighting Antisemitism Together – Voices Into Action
http://www.voicesintoaction.ca
Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Center for Holocaust Studies
http://www.fswc.ca
Historica Canada: Jews (Encyclopedia entry)
http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/jewish-canadians/
Library and Archives of Canada: Jewish Genealogy
https://www.bac-lac.gc.ca/eng/discover/immigration/history-ethniccultural/Pages/jewish.aspx
Museum of Tolerance – Education and Teacher Resources
http://www.museumoftolerance.com/site/c.tmL6KfNVLtH/b.5052463/k.AE91/Teacher_R
esources.htm
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Montreal Holocaust Museum
http://museeholocauste.ca
Never Forget Me Survivor Testimony
http://www.neverforgetme.ca
Ontario Jewish Archives
http://ontariojewisharchives.org
Reflections on the Holocaust & Antisemitism
https://www.dropbox.com/s/1agfpjsidf7r28z/IHRD%202017.pdf?dl=0
Sarah and Chaim Neuberger Holocaust Education Centre
http://www.holocaustcentre.com/EducatorsStudents
Teacher Resource Guide – Teaching the Holocaust
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ev3mb30c2e9jxzf/IHRD%20Resource%20for%20Educators
.pdf?dl=0
The Canadian Jewish Heritage Network
http://www.cjhn.ca/en
Vancouver Holocaust Education Centre
http://www.vhec.org/
Yad Vashem Education & E-Learning
https://www.yadvashem.org/education.html

Some Web Resources Taken From Friends of Simon Wiesenthal Centre Jewish Resource Guide
https://www.friendsofsimonwiesenthalcenter.com/education/jewish-heritage-month
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Did someone say food?
As it is with many cultures around the world, most Jewish celebrations involve a
festive meal. Quite often, these meals include tried and true recipes that are
paced down through generations or are shared from one home to another.
Whether it’s their grandmother’s secret recipe, or a friend’s new version of an old
favourite, there will always be food that is considered Jewish (at least by Jewish
people). Here are a few recipes that you can use to add a little Jewish flavour to
your table:
Israeli Salad Recipe
(https://toriavey.com/toris-kitchen/israeli-salad-week/)
Ingredients:
1 lb Persian cucumbers, diced
1 lb fresh ripe tomatoes, seeded and diced
1/3 cup minced onion (optional)
1/2 cup minced fresh parsley
3 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
3 tbsp fresh lemon juice
Salt to taste (I use about 1/2 tsp)
Directions:
1. Here is the way I like to dice the Persian cucumbers-- it produces small, even,
triangular pieces. Slice the Persian cucumber in half lengthwise.
2. Slice each half into 4 slices lengthwise, so you have 8 long, thin pieces total.
3. Hold the long, thin pieces together with one hand, and slice the bunch into very small
pieces with the other hand.
4. Place the diced cucumbers into a large mixing bowl along with all the other
ingredients.
5. Mix till vegetables are well coated with parsley, oil, lemon juice, and salt.
6. Best served fresh at room temperature. You can also serve chilled for a more
refreshing salad.
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Matzo Ball Soup:
(http://www.geniuskitchen.com/recipe/kosher-perfect-matzo-balls-94412)
Ingredients:
1 cup matzo meal
4 large eggs
1 teaspoon kosher salt
4 tablespoons oil or 4 tablespoons melted schmaltz (fat)
2 teaspoons baking powder
Directions:
1. Follow these instructions carefully.
2. Measure and mix dry ingredients into a bowl.
3. Individually break the eggs into a clear glass, discarding any with blood spots,
and then pour into a second bowl.
4. Add oil or schmaltz (and water or broth for firm matzo balls) to the eggs and stir
gently with a fork until the yolks are broken and the oil just mixed.
5. Pour egg mixture into the dry mixture and gently mix with the fork.
6. DO NOT OVER MIX.
7. Treat it like a muffin mixture; if you over mix they will be tough.
8. Place in the fridge for 1 hour.
9. Bring a large pot of water to a rolling boil on the stove.
10. After matzo ball mix has set, gently remove teaspoon fulls of the batter and roll
into 1-2" balls and drop into the water.
11. When all the balls are in the water leave it to boil until all the balls float to the top,
then lower the temperature to a rolling simmer for 40 minutes and your matzo
balls will be ready.
12. DO NOT STIR AT ANY TIME.
13. The matzo balls may be removed from the water with a slotted spoon and served
in soup, with a stew, as a side dish with gravy or placed on a cookie sheet and
frozen covered for a later use.
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Potato Latkes
(https://www.foodnetwork.com/recipes/potato-latkes-recipe2-1963445)
1-1/2 pounds russet potatoes peeled
1/4 cup finely chopped shallots
2 large eggs, lightly beaten
2 tablespoons flour (or more) or matzo meal (during Passover)
1 1/2 teaspoons salt and freshly ground black pepper
Vegetable oil for frying
Directions:
In a food processor grate the potatoes. Line a sieve with cheesecloth and transfer
potatoes to the sieve. Set sieve over a bowl, twist cheesecloth into a pouch, squeezing
out some moisture. Let mixture drain for 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, pour off liquid
from the bowl but leave the white potato starch that settles in the bottom of the bowl.
To that starch add shallots, eggs, flour, 1-1/2 teaspoons of salt and freshly ground
pepper. Return drained potatoes to this mixture and toss to combine.
Preheat oven to 200 degrees. Line a baking pan with paper towels. When you are ready
to eat, in a large skillet heat 1/4 inch of oil over medium high heat until hot. Drop
heaping tablespoonfuls of potato mixture and cook for 3 to 4 minutes a side; latkes
should be golden and crisp on both sides. Eat right away or keep warm in oven. Serve
with applesauce or sour cream or cottage cheese mixed with sour cream.
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Jewish Heritage Month Ontario Legislation

Jewish Heritage Month Act, 2012
S.O. 2012, CHAPTER 1
Preamble
Ontario is home to approximately 200,000 Jewish Canadians. Since the 1800s, the
Jewish Canadian community has made significant contributions to the growth and
prosperity of Ontario, while overcoming tremendous obstacles.
May is a significant month for the Jewish Canadian community. Israeli Independence
Day (Yom ha-Atzmaut) and Holocaust Remembrance Day (Yom ha-Shoah) frequently
occur in May, as do various Jewish artistic and cultural events.
By proclaiming the month of May as Jewish Heritage Month, the Province of Ontario
recognizes the important contributions that Jewish Canadians have made to Ontario’s
social, economic, political and cultural fabric. Jewish Heritage Month is an opportunity to
remember, celebrate and educate future generations about the inspirational role that
Jewish Canadians have played, and continue to play, in communities across Ontario.
Therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly
of the Province of Ontario, enacts as follows:
Jewish Heritage Month
1. The month of May in each year is proclaimed as Jewish Heritage Month. 2012, c. 1, s. 1.
2. Omitted (provides for coming into force of provisions of this Act). 2012, c. 1, s. 2.
3. Omitted (enacts short title of this Act). 2012, c. 1, s. 3.
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Jewish Heritage Month Canada Legislation
BILL S-232
An Act respecting Canadian Jewish Heritage Month
AS PASSED
BY THE SENATE
MAY 16, 2017
Preamble
Whereas the Jewish population in Canada is approximately 400,000 people, making it
the fourth-largest Jewish population in the world;
Whereas the Canadian Jewish community has made significant contributions to the
growth and prosperity of Canada while overcoming tremendous obstacles;
Whereas the month of May is meaningful for the Jewish community around the world;
Whereas, by designating the month of May as Canadian Jewish Heritage Month, the
Parliament of Canada recognizes the important contributions that Jewish Canadians
have made to Canada’s social, economic, political and cultural fabric;
And whereas Canadian Jewish Heritage Month would provide an opportunity to
remember, celebrate and educate future generations about the inspirational role that
Jewish Canadians have played and continue to play in communities across the country;
Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and
House of Commons of Canada, enacts as follows:
Short title
1 This Act may be cited as the Canadian Jewish Heritage Month Act.
Canadian Jewish Heritage Month
2 Throughout Canada, in each and every year, the month of May is to be known as
“Canadian Jewish Heritage Month”.
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http://www.chooseyourvoice.ca/
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https://www.friendsofsimonwiesenthalcenter.com/
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